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Synopsis 

The objective of mainte lanoe costing i: two-fold. 

On« if to Insure proper bookkeeping, and th« other it to 

próvido the necessary information for internal control and 

performance evaluation in order to reduce the cost. 

This thesis deals with the lstter point, internal control 

and performance evaluation by placing a special emphasis on 

reduction in maintenance cost, and I would like to take up 

the subjects in the following order: 

1. What is the maintenance cost? 

2. Mow much is spent in maintenance cost? 

3. What is the purpose of maintenance costing? 

*. Classification of maintenance cost. 

5. Total approach to the reduction in maintenance cost. 

6. Budget and control system of maintenance cost. 

7. Who controls maintenance cost? 

8. How to make reducti >n in maintenant s oost and 

Its successful cases. 
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1.  What la the maintenance co3t? 

First, I would like to give a olear definition of the 

maintenance cost. 

1.1 Definition of the maintenance», post 

Roughly speaking, maintenance co:tt means all '.he cost 

that is expended for the proper functioning of facilities. 

According to a British standard, the definition of main- 

tenance cost is stated as follows:  "Work undertaken in 

order to keep or restore every facility, i.e. every part of 

a site, building and content,;, to an acceptable standard" 

(Glossary of general terms used in maintenance organization, 

B.S. 3,811, 1,96*0. Therefore, we might call all such costs 

expended for the above-mentioned type of maintenance work 

as the maintenance cost. 

Also in the ÍM Glossary of Terms by ."i'K (Japan Institute 

of Plant Engineers) defines the meaning of the maintenance 

cost as follows. 

"In a broad sense, the maintenance cost means all the 

cost expended to maintain the performance of facilities, 

and the following three type» of este which are classified 

according to its purposes would be included. 

o Routine maintenance cost. 

All such cost of labor and materials required for 

check, lubrication, clean-up, and adjustment in order 

to prevent the possible détérioration of facilities. 
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o Facilities inspection coet 

All such cost of labor and matorials expended for 

inspection or facilities in order to determine 

wh.-ther there are any bnórmalitiea, i »d if such 

abnorma.iltieü are repairable or not. 

o Repair cost 

AU such co:;fc of labor and materials expended tc 

repair deteriorated facilities. 

In a narrow sense, only routine maintenance cost, or 

the routine maintenance cost plus facilities Inspection 

cost would be defined as maintenance cost. 

1.2 Distinction between capital expenditure and mainte- 

nance cost 

Acquisition of the fixed assets such as newly installed 

and replaced facilities are amortized as the capital ex- 

penditure for a period of anticipated and legally prescribed 

life of such facilities, and the maintenance cost, in this 

case, would be incorporated irto the general nroductlon cost 

for that particular fiscal year term under the present 

company accounting practices. 

However, from the period of such fixed assets being 

procured up to the time of its replacement or disposal, we 

often encounter with the difficulties in identifying whether 

the said-fixed assets might be classified as capital ex- 

penditure, or the production related cost. 
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^fter the acquisition or the fixed assets, any coat 

thua incurred with regard to the facilities should he 

divided into the following i tema: 

1. Maintenance coat 

It means the maintenance, cost which was explained 

earlier in the cc-lui.m :. ;
Jí-J.;í! sense, t; at is, 

routine maintenance cost, facilities inspection 

cost and repair coat. 

2. Facilities j.i.ipro'.'e'.iiont CCüL 

Its objective is not to maintain the capabilities, 

like that of the maintenance coat, but it is the 

cost required to increase the value of the fixed 

assets such as the augmented production capacities 

and renewal of facilities. 

3. Added fail]it ics cost 

They are any costs required for increase of quantity 

euch as those required by expansion and addition 

of facilities. 

Of the above additional expenditure for fixed assesta, 

it is understood that Improvement and added cost« are con- 

sidered as capital expenditure items. 

but, when the additional exnenditure is involved, 

situation would be confusing to differeneiate the capital 

expenditure from maintenance cost.  Kor example, the si- 

tuation where the facilities would bo improved or expanded 

while they are in repair, or during the initial failure 

period, or immediately afte- u,t. Installation of facilities 



It it rather oOHMon to perrorm some minor adjustments 

•inct the ftellitiea does not work as specified. There 

my occur a lot of discussion on the subject whether the 

cost reqi ired for such operai ton should be r garded at 

Maintenance coat or the capital expenditure. 

Aa for the divieion of such capital expenditure and 

maintenance coat, it i, generally governed according to 

each country's tax system and its related rules, an« 

they should be managed accordingly. 
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2. How much is spent in maintenance coat? 

Mow much is the proper amount of maintenance cost? 

Do wt spend more or leas maintenance cost than the ave- 

rigt standard compare-i to other companies? These are 

tht problems in which manager of i.alntenance department 

as well as maintenance staff show their great interest. 

In order to answer such demands, I would introduce the 

results of surveys both done in U.S.A. and Japan. 

2.1 Results of the surveys 

In U.S.A., the survey on the maintenance cost was 

made in 1957, -.r:d its result was published as a follow- 

ing chart 2.1. 

(Reference; Maintenance Cost Guide, Factory Magazine, 

February 1957, Total of 687 companies) 

By using almost same method of the survey done in 

U.S.A., I led the survey in Japan for three times in I96I, 

1966, and 1969. Chart 2.2 is the result of 196I, chart 

2.3 shows that of 1966, and chart 2.k  shows that of I969. 

(Reference: Management, Juno 19fil Maintenance Ou^de 

Book, Oct., 1966, Plant Engineer, Oct. 1969). 

Chart 2.1 to 2.4, types of industries pertaining 

to the types of factories are shown in the footnote of 

chart 2.1. As of the typer, of factories, bench work is 

included in the light assembly in the survey of 1966 

and 1969. In the survey of 1969, i ommitted the mainte- 

nance coat ratio to the total salpa. 
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• Any of these numerical values are summarised by 

elMiifyiiif the types of industries, and scales of com- 

panies, degree of automation of their facilities, and 

othtr conditions are also included, so the numbers are 

much scattered. Therefore, by comparing these numerical 

values and the values of one"s company, it is dangeroua 

to make a comparison in size. But by considering one of 

the mean number as one yardstick, it would be better to 

examine whether you are using too much maintenance cost 

er reducing them too much. 
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Chart 2.1    Survey on maintenance cost in U.S.A. 

Types 
of 

factor- 
ies 

Yearly aaintenance cost against 
total sales 

Yearly saint.cost a- 
^ainat manufacturinn 

Yearly aaint. coat 
against fixed assetn 

minia- 
ta 

lower 
1/4 

mean 
no. 

higher 
1/4 max tir. lower 

1/4 
mean 

no. 
higher 

1/4 
lower 
1/4 

aean 
no. 

higher 
1/4 Heavy 

process 0.83 3.39 5.01 7.65 15.9:»      '1.76 7.25 10.*' 3.95 5.80 7.90 
Light 
procesa 0.04 0.99 1.84 3.08 10.38 1.45 2.56 4.37 3.44 5.05 7.20 
'leavy 
assembly 0.34 1.46 2.08 3.24 17.46 1.83 2.60 4.14 5.10 6.97 10.25 

assembly 0.12 1.35 2.09 3.25 8.6?. 1.88 2.75 4.29 4.37 6.46 9.43 
ßar.ch- 
work 0.19 0.89 1.49 2.74 8.48 1.0¿ 1.9fi 3.68 3.40 5.34 10.50 
AM the 
factor- 
ías 

0.04 1.37 2.45 
.        1 

4.25 17.46 t.» 3.18 5.74 3.97 5.89 8.53 

Notices    Lower 1/4 means 1/4 oí corporations' maintenance coat 

is under the said value. 

Higher 1/4 means 1/4 pf the corporations' maintenance 

cost is above the said valut. 

Typi's of induHtrien pertaining to the types of 

factories are as follow* : 

o   Heavy process    (iron & -teal, paper pulpa, vinyl 

(chloride, soda rayon, puri.lad sugar, 
( 
(petroleum etc. 

o Light process      (spinning, electric wire and cablea. 
( 
(oil 4 fat, foodstuffs, brewings, etc. 

o Heavy assembly    (industrial machineries, machine- 
( 
(tools, automobiles, ship buildings, 

(etc. 
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o Light assembly (light electric Bachine«, autooobHe 
( 
(parti, rubber products, plastic« a 
< 
(r«8in, bearings, etc. 

O   Bench-works (instruments, watches, cañeras, 

(excl   ages, radio set«,   ¡tc. 

Chart 2.2    Survey of Maintenance Costs in Japan 

Types 
of 

iuctor- 
i.ins filli _ 
Heavy' 
troceos 
Light 
process 

Yearly »aintanane« cost against 
total sales 

ini- 

0.41 

0.34 

Heavy 
ntoewbly 

0.20 

0.1S 

0.04 

0.04 

lover 

JUL. 
1.54 

0.79 

0.47 

0.79 

0.66 

0.73 

•can 
no. 

2.93 

1.38 

0.84 

1.07 

0.85 

1.33 

higher 
4 

4.00 

2.04 

1.38 

1.66 

1.23 

2.33 

maxim- 
um 

8.94 

8.05 

3.48 

3.21 

2.62 

8.94 

Yearly maint, cost a- 
gainat manufacturing 
lower [ 

HI 
1.83 

1.05 

0.54 

1.03 

0.58 

0.80 

mean 
no. 

3.46 

1.85 

0.97 

1.37 

0.89 

1.39 

higher 

1/1- 
5.40 

3.09 

1.47 

2.37 

1.45 

2.15 

Yearly «aInt. cPst" 
against fiat ed aaset: n 
lower «can I higher 
V*   »no. I 1/4 

4.27 

4.22 

1.73 

3.29 

2.00 

2.98 

7.08 

7.50 

2.93 

4.05 

4.00 

5.09 

10.48 

10.90 

5.45 

8.6C 

7.57 

9.30 

Since the time or research varie3 between Japan 

and J.S.A. , to compare t ese numerical ' ilue Is quite 

rough, but if we compare the numerical value of Japan 

of 1961 to that of U.S.A. of 1957, the tendency of the 

•types of factories are quite similar to each other, 

and the tendency of 1966 and 1969 in Japan also show 

their similarities. 
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2.2 Maint«nane• cost comparison according to the types 

of industries 

In the survey of the last clause, the typee of fact- 

ories «re roughly divided into four to five types, so due 

to such a rough division, the speciality of each type of 

industries are not fully presented. So, from the surveys 

done in Japan, I selected ten typee of Industries which are 

relatively well answered, and tried the comparison according 

to the types of industries. 

(Reference: PM Journal, December 1966) 

Between the labor-equipment ratio and the mainte- 

nance cost ratio according to the types of industries, 

it was Judged that there is a co-relation, so I decided 

to draw a chart of co-relation. 

The labor-equipment ratio was worked out by the 

following formula: 

Labor-equipment ratio 
Total amount of tangible 
fixed assets 
ÁÜ the numbers of em- 
ployees of company 

But in this case, the numerater, the total amount of 

tangible fixed assets is thr> total of the book value of 

the tangible fixed assets without the real estate. 

On the labor-equipment ratio, if the mean number of 

each type of industries are arranged in order of siee, 

the results came out as diagram 2.1. 
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According to the diagram 2.1, oil  and  fat, petroleum 

refining,  iron i Heel, and other so-called  process type 

of  industry haa a high labor-equipment   ratio, and  light 

electric machine, machine tools,   industrJal  machineries, 

and  other assembly type of  industry had  low  labor-equipment 

ratio, and it was exactly fu^owing our exp<    cation. 

When the mean number of each type of industries on 

the maintenance cost  ratio to the  fixed asaets are arranged 

in order of those mean numbers, the result  such as one 

shown on the diagram 2.2 was athleved. 

Digram 2.2   Maintenance cost ratio to the fixed assets 

If you see diagram 2.2, soda came out to the top, and 

its maintenance cost ratio to the  fixed assets is 7*.    if 

the labor-equipment ratio of diagram 2.1 and maintenance 

cost  ratio of diagram 2.2 are compared,   there  is a little 

difference in the order of the types or  industries,  but 

on the whole, the order of both diagrams is quite similar. 

5J, when I drew a diagram of co-relations of labor 

tquipment ratio and maintenant cost ratio, diagram 2.3 

would come out. 

Diagram 2.3 
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3.    What la the Objective of Maintenance Costing 

In the Maintenance Engineering Hand Book, Mr.  C.   H. 

Knight of MonBanto Company states as follows: 

(aee Maintenance Engineering; Hand Book, 2nd  ed.   1966, 

P. 5-3) 

"there are two penerai goals of any cost system. 

On« Is to provide an accounting activity with informa- 

tion required  for proper bookkeeping;  the other  is to 

provide the operating department with information requir- 

ed  for it:; internal control and performance evaluation." 

In the Plant Engineering Hand Book, Mr.   H.W.   Shockley 

of E.I.  du Pont de Nemours & Co.,  Inc.  notes as follows: 
(s## PUnt Engineering Kami R^AI,,  2nd ed.,   1959,  p.9-32) 

"The objective of the cost   control plan Is  low 

maintenance costs." 

As .!:•.  C.   H.   Knight states,   there are two general 

goals in rnintenance cost,  system  like any other cost  system. 

One  la for proper bookkeeping, and the other  is to provide 

inforr.aticr: for the operation department which it  requires 

for its  internal  control and perfe mance evaluation. 

That   is to  say,   the purpose  of maintenance costing is: 

1)    Information for proper bookkeeping 

Cost data of labor cost,  material cost,  contract- 

ing cost, and others for maintenance which occur 

within the maintenance department and other areas 

should  be accurately recorded.    The  information 

would be sent to accounting department,  and within 
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the department,  they would be summarized and 

arranged according to the cost price, the 

cost center, and  others.    They would serve 

aa fundamental data for a statement of profit 

and loan, anU for t:     cost accountin;: record 

according to the department or to the products. 

2)     Information for  internal control and performance 

evaluation 

By uaing Mr.  H.   w.  Shockley's words, internal 

control and performance evaluation which are 

used by Mr.  C.  H.   Knight means a control plan, 

and its purpose is to reduce the maintenance coats. 

In this thesis,  I would like to treat  the problem 

of maintenance costing from the point  of maintenance 

management.    Therefore,  the emphasis would be placed on 

the subject of internal control and evaluation, namely, 

the problem of reducing the maintenance cost through cost 

control,  rather than the problem of bookkeeping which 

was mentioned in column 1. 

- 13 - 
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M.    Classification of Maintenance Cost 

Maintenance coat on accounting's needs is generally 

classified a3 follows: 

o Classification by the cost  price 

Repair material cost   (mat .rial cost such as the 

necessary part* for maintenance, general materials, 

oil .1 grease, and tools and  fixtures.) 

Internal   labor cost 

Repair payment  (expenditure .paid for contractor) 

o Classification by cost centers 

They are classified according to every cost center 

«uch as machine, line, and department, and others. 

But, making a discovery of problems from the view- 

point of coct control for taking an improvement 

action,  this classification on accounting's needs 

i. rather insufficient, therefore, we should try 

to acquire beneficial information for management 

controls by making a clarification as follows: 

o Classification by maintenance purposes 

As mentioned in the »tate «*nt of the maintenance 

cost difinition, the classification will be as 

follows : 

Routine maintenance cost (Prevention of degradation) 

Facility inspection cost (Measurement of degradation) 

Repair cost (Recovery of dégradation) 

l'i - 



o Claanlf.1cal.ion by   plnnnlni' 

Planned maintenant 

Unplanned maintenance 

Eroerr.eiiey mnî rtcrumce 

o Classification by maintenance net hods 

Prevent 1 ve ma i nt enanc e 

Breakdown maint;cnanto 

Corrective maintenance 

Bésidea above, several' other» clacsiflcatlo.i are 

done,   euch as; 

o Classification by Maintenance areas   (mechanical, 

electrical, piping and plumbing,  civil engineering;, 

measuring instrument«,  vehicles,  ships,  etc.) 

o Classification by the size of maintenance works 

(large  repair, medium,  small, or specified work 

and miscellaneous; work) 

o Classification by the maintenance periods  (regular 

maintenance,  routing Maintenance) 

o Classification by on-work or off-work  (on-stream 

repilr,  on-stream Inspe  tion, or shutdown work) 

At  E.I.   du Pont  Hemours &  Inc., maintenance cost is 

classified by direct,   indirect, and general  as follows. 

(Rer. :     Plant Engineering Hand Book,   9-3?,  1959, 

or Maintenance Engineering Hand Book,   1-6'j,  1966) 

- 15 - 
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Direct maintenance covers repairs to operating 

equipment or auxiliary equipment attached to it.  It also 

lncludei; miscellaneous repairs, such as oiling machinery, 

packing pumps, inBpectIona, etc. Direct maintenance should 

be In proportion to production. Figure 1,1 is a cnart for 

establishing monthly budgets based on direct, Indirect, and 

general maintenance costs. 

Indirect maintenance covers repairs or replacement of 

parts (such parts being not entirely #orn out) with parts 

of improved design, additions (when not capitalized), re* 

plao estent s (when they reflect changes in design), materials 

and methods only, rearrangements, and service to operations. 

General maintenance covers repairs to buildings, out- 

side lines, storage tanks, roads, main power, stream, air, 

or process lines, and structural supports of buildings but 

not that supporting equipment. General maintenance covers 

any type of repair that does not very with production. 
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Chart 2.3   Percentile of yearly maintenance coet againnt 

mnnufacturod coet ami fixcj «Beote and total aale« (I966) 

Tyjee 
of 
facter- 
iea 

Patio against 
total colee 

Rptio againat ratio agninst 

laavy 

proetaa 

aaooably 

Light 

All tlM 
factor- 
ise 

lower   atan 
% no. 

IM 

0.52 

0.5 

O.15 

2.556 

.0     I  *' nV'ficturinjj coßtj __  iixed_aaaets   ¡ 
higher! lower 1 mean   higher""*" i xwer"'latan 7? hißten 

I     fc         no. ;  X "       —    «     -     » 
   -f- —1-   

1.0 

0.75 

0.7 

3.5$ 

2,2 

1.6 

1.0 

1.2   l2.il     I    3.1 

1.6«* ; 3.^     5.0* 

1.0 !.«• 

0.5    ; 1,0 

j   2.6 

1.5 

0.55 

l.fc 

1.0 

3.1 

1.5 

**.6 

MO. H 

2.Olí      h.2% 

?.U      3.3 

0.9 

0.4 

1.9 

2.0 

1.0 

3.9 

5.?3* 

3.93 

*.9 

2.*»   Perçant il* of yearly maintenance cot>t againat 

Manufactured coet and fixed neac*.a   (I969) 

Tjrpea 
of 
factor- 

Ratio agaánrt Ratio againat 
 manufactured cort       ¿_ fix*d aaa ta 
lover] mediati •higher  |   Towor7~Sedian 

X nt        \     %       •     jt      ;   no. 
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Diagra« 2.1   Labor equipment ratio    (median no. arranged by «¡jJJK.,' 

Unit,   xi,ooc.- 
1,QCX) 

1. Petroleum refining 

2. Iron It Steel 

3. Industrial medicine 

k. Soda 
5. Automobile 

ó. Non-ferrouB metnls 

?. Pharmaceuticals 

Í. Industrial machinerie* 

9. Machine toole 
10. light electric Machines 

:,00C  3,COO  *»,000  5,000 

• - -;v "TTJ 3,959 
."": ':z.'S~\ 3.027 

; .1.::" i 2,806 

: .~J 2,237 

a 

:: 1,628 

:.¡ 1,291 

! 963 

857 

757 
-plO- 

¿sgrs« 2.2   Maintenaiice cost ratio to fixed assets 

Unit   % 1     2     3     i»     5     6 7 

2. 

3. 
*•. 

5. 

Soda 
Mem» ferrous «étals H _*.     

Industrial medicine I' .   ~7_I 

Automobile !   .1. I_7I 

Iron i Steel 
6. Pharmsceuticale 

7. Petroleum refining 

8. Machine tools 

%    Industrial «achiner. cr>        I "IT!. 

IO. Light elee rie «achirer,    i."H] 

1  

f*. . 

1  

ZIT 

•i 

-pu- 

Diagram 2.3   Co-relatioru of 1 «bor equipment rat o and maintenance cost ratio 

Soda 

?   NonAerrouc «étale 

<-*   6 

5 

<t 

3 

2 

i 
1 
o 
4* 

1 
i 

li 

Industrial sedicine 

Automobile 
/       fron Ir Steel 

Phamaceuticals 
*    / x / Petrolcu« refining 

Machine tools 
» /industrial machineries 

* Light electric «achines 

12      3*5 â     % 
Ubor equipment ratio    (¥1,000,000/«««) 
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Diagram 6.5       Example of work order form 

Work order form 

i Issued yr- mths. day 
No. iosuced: 

Issued:       Section 

Specified «fork 

Work Bpecification 

Fixed aseéis no. 

Facilities name 

Blue print no. 

Work classification 

Prospective time for delivery 

r 
Planned (starting date 

I     (      mths. day) 

Planned completing date 
( mths. day) 

i 
1 

tfaterials standard 

Ieaued: 

Person in charge 

No. ) Unit 
j price 

 c 

Amount, of 
money 

! Estimated 
; man-hour 

! Actual 
> man-hour 
,._.. 

— - - ! 

„ J  

—H"-f -  I 

i 

o 

•a* 1° 

Completion 

mth.       day 

Material cost X 

Labor coot        ** 

Inspection stamp 

mths.       day 

Expense of sub-contractor 

Total: 

I Receipt No. 

! Work no. 
S deceived: 

¡    Person in charge) 
1 
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DUffM 8.2   NoinWnw*« «o»* rati0 

(Kojimn Pr«M Co. ) 
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5. Total approach to the reduction of maintenance cost 

Here ia a quite natural, yet quite important idea: 

the real meaning of "low maintenance dost" does not simply 

mean reducing the maintenance cost. That ia, assuming that 

full and necessary Maintenance a^'vitles should * per- 

formed in order to execute the prescribed function of any 

facility without mishap, the words "low maintenance coat" 

actually means reducing the rost which Ì3 required for 

the above mentioned, necessary maintenance activities. 

It is possible to curtail the maintenance cost is 

unilateral mannger, without being based on the above ideas. 

But as a result, the facility may not be fully kept In good 

condition, failures may occur in succession, and expected 

function nay not be performed. Then the quality of the 

producta may deteriorates, and that may even cause a lota 

to corporation. 

We could say that the pursuit of real economy is 

to consider both the loss caused by the facts of undo- 

ing the maintenance, and at the same time the expense of 

maintenance, and I would like to u^s on this poit.t a little 

more in detail. 

If .the maintenance cost is spent on the facilities 

to keep them in a satisfactory condition, then the pro- 

ductive loss which could have been avoided is called 

opportunity coot, and we call the loss resulted from the 

degradation of facilities as "degradation loss". 
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.i,A» for corporation, it is moat economical-to minimize 

the total ,of the necessary maintenance cost which Is to 

maintain the function of the facilities plu3 degradation 

loss caused by the said-degradation of facilities, and 

JIPE decided to calfl this totrl of the maintenance cost 

and the degradation loss as "total maintenance cc*tw. 

..Generally,, if the 'maintenance cost is not fully 

apent, the degradation loss of the facilities will grow, 

and in, contrast with this, it would require mueh main- 

tenance coat to reduce the degradation loaa of the facil- 

ities, and the boat answer (the least cost point) could be 

acquired by combining these two essential element* which 

tends to be contrary to each other, 

(aee fig. 5.1 ) 

the leaet cost peint 

fitgree of malnteaaaee 

ttf. 5.1 Xéea ef lev total 1: «in te nane« eeet 
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There if ih ldu of maintenance which pursuits what 

nay be the moat economical way after all through the entire 

management system of tie ai-y/e total approach. 

W« call such an idea as "productive maintenance" 

Thtte words, productive maintenance,- themselves were first 

used by General Electric Company of U.S.A. in 1951» and 

the idea was sympathized also in Japan, and the idea was 

•o much sympathised that if anyone says PM nowadays, it 

would even mean productive maintenance rather than pre- 

ventive maintenance. 

In case the low maintenance cost may be argued later 

on, please take its meaning as stated here, for it signi- 

fies the low total Maintenance coat. 

-Ü- 
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6.  Budget^ :„:,j coot control ayatem for Maintenance 

6.1  Budget preparation for the maintenance cost 

Generally corporation., prepare their yearly or half 

year budget in every fiscal ytar or half year, and as for 

the maintenance, the budget preparation is often done as 

one of the expense budpeta. 

When the budget preparation of the maintenance coat 

is simplified, it would be like diagram 6.1.  From the point 

of management polie Le, and plans of the subject year, fi- 

nance department or budget secretariat calculate the budget 

allocation to each department, on the other hand, from each 

department, the budget regulation calculated from the re- 

guiar accumulations of the maintenance plan would be sub- 

mitted. This budget requisition generally exceeds the budget 

allocation plan, so, the adjustment of both budgets would 

be required, and many corporation have a budget meeting in 

order to do such adjustment. 

Besides each department, budget preparations are often 

arranged according to the maintenance purposes, plans, methods, 

objects, sise of construction works, maintenance cycles, and 

other classifications as said in the paragraph of the mainte- 

nance cost classification. 
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Diagram 6.1    Budget preparation of tlic maintenance cost 

 TU 

Í 

tnagement policy 

Management plan 
i. 

Sales plan    : Production plan 

Faciliti«» plan : 

i {Maintenance coat ratio 

Ha Intanane« cost budget allocation —H(Maint, cost/totsl salss 

A 
1 

> 

«*. Adjustment 

r-       Î 

(Maint, cost/production cost 
r 

Maint, cost/fixed asseta 

¡Maint, cost/production voi 

•udget requisition 

! 
Maintenance cost estimation —- {(estimated base 

1( 
¡(Preventive miint. ) 
( ) Change intarmi 

individual uuintenar.ee plan  —«(Breakdown maint. ) 
( 
(Corrective «aint. 
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As for the standard to decide the budget allocation, 

it is up to each corporation to doride what is to be uti- 

lised. According to the survey I made in 1966 and 1969 in 

Japan, as it is drawn on diagram fi.i, tendencies of both 

years were almost tho seme an? previ ou* term p-*formanee" 

la mostly used for measuring the standard, and fixed ratio 

which slides with of production volume, total aalea, or 

production cost budget is also in use. 

Diagram 6.1 Standard to determine maintenance cost total 

budget (numerical value shows %  of numbers 

of factories) 

Previous term performance 

Accumulation of repair programs 

Productive volume slide 

1966 

77 

61 

28 

Fixed ratio to total salea or production budget 28 

Others 

Without any standard 3 

i£62 

80 

5* 

27 

U 

6 

4 

I would show an example of forms for the budget 

preparation used in Japan on diagram 6.2 and 6.3. 

Diagram 6.2 is a form for each budget requisition, and 

diagram 6.3 is the budget diagram arranged by each de- 

partment . 
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6.2 Budgetary control and its performance check 

On the occasion of the budget execution, person in 

charge of the budget execution ought, to endeavor that the 

actual expenditure should not exceed Ul»»- budget amount. 

For this purpose, It is necessary 'o systematize the way 

to grasp the execution state In every moment. That is, 

to make a system which su;:is U¿í repair material cost, re- 

pair payment, internal labor cost according to each work- 

number. 

In order to grasp cost data, there are three oppor- 

tunities such as points to determine order amount, receiv- 

ing amount, and payment amount. Most efficient way to 

atop the exceeding of the budget is to grasp the cost data 

at the order point. 

The meetings, such as so-called budget committee or 

cost review committee would be held regularly to compare 

and examine the maintenance cost budget and performance. 

The finance department who is in charge of the matter should 

promptly report the balance of budget to the managers of 

each cost center, and the managers of each department shoifld 

regulate the expenditure by themselves in order to keep 

their budget within limit. 

Diagram 6.1 is an example of the report sheet which 

shows the amount of budget, balance, and its state of pro- 

gress according to each department and its purpose. 

- ¡» - 
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It would bo fine 11' the budget would work out as 

it was planned, but; by meeting the needs of later sit- 

uation, and by making It possible to rationalize budget 

supplement, réduction and revision, we would be able to 

perform a real control. 

6.3 Recording of the cost data 

1 would like to show an example of a work order system 

for recording the 3aid cost data. 

Diagram 6.5 is an example of work order form for the 

repair construction work. This slip would be used con- 

sistently for the construction work request and planning, 

construction work instruction, progress control, and for 

performance record. (This is so-called one writing system), 

In case of a large scale construction work, several 

slips would be Issued for each unit of construction work. 

Diagram 6.5 An example of construction work slip form 

As for the contracted construction work, the repair 

payment could be estimated by the construcion work order 

aheet, or by an invoice submitted by contract worker after 

the work is completed, or by a payment slip. 

The repair material cost could be estimated by 

materials shipment slips and others. 
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7.  Who Control;;. u,e Maintenance Cost 

7.1 Share of responsibilities amen,- maintenance co8t 

related department:y 

The department related to the maintenance cost control 

eouid be rougWy divided Into three main departments auch as 

operation department, maintenance department, and finance 

department. 

Corporations with high level of maintenance technics 

and control, in those three departments generally classify 

the maintenance cost control responsibilities as follow.: 

Plnance department 

In time of budget preparation of the maintenance 

coat, the department would calculate the budget alio- 

cation'on the basis of management policies and plan.. 

The maintenance cost budget of. each department would 

be decided by coordinating the budget requisitions 

which are submitted by each department with the budget 

allocations. This adjustment is often done at the 

budget meeting. 

Or, execution stage of the budget, th, department 

would sum up the maintenance cost control performances 

of each department and report the balance to the relat- 

ed manager*, and would held a budget meeting in order 

to give advices to managers of each department not to 

exceed the budgetary limits. 
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Maintenance department 

In time oí' the budget preparation, each de- 

partment would make lists of maintenance work required 

for that particular fiscal year, and would estimate 

the maintenance cost if each ars-l ev<. ry maintenance 

work. They would also formulate the original plan 

of the budget requisition accordili»? to each depart- 

ment.  They would conault with operation department 

on the original plan they had made In order to decide 

the final budget: requisition, which they would submit 

to the finance department. 

The representative of the maintenance department- 

would participate in the budget meeting which will do 

the adjustment of their budget requis itione, and the 

maintenance cost budget allocations calculated by the 

finance department, and from the corporate and divisional 

standpoints, the representative would state their 

opinions for the budget as maintenance specialists. 

On the execution 3tage of the budget, maintenance 

labor coat, material cost and other cost data would be 

recorded accordine to the work order, and the record 

would be sent to the finance department as the primary 

data for summation of the maintenance cost performance 

during that particular term. 
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The representative:; would  also  participate in  the 

budget meeting f0   -xamlne  the performance, and  from 

the standpoint, of the maintenance specialis,,   they 

would explain  the protft-eseivc  condition of x,he 

maintenance work, and  roulci  give a.lvicP3 for  not  to 

exceed the  budgetary limit   to related departments. 
Operation  deparfm^n«- 

In time of the budget   preparation, based  on each 

department's original plan of tfhe budget requisition 

which is submitted by the maintenance department, the 

representatives of this department would decide the 

total budget requisitions by making some necessary 

modifications to meet their  from their standpoint of 

production to meet their plan. 

On the execution i5tage  of the budget, they would 

request the construction work  according to their bud- 

get, and endeavor not to exceed the budgetary  limit 

by checking; the report of balance on the maintenance 

cost performance provided from the finance department. 

However,  their duty is  not  only to keep down the 

execution of budget within its  limit, but to strive 

to reduce the maintenance costs with the assistance 

of maintenance department. 

As for the control of the maintenance cost, the  said 

departments such as operation, maintenance, and finance 

department ought to fulfil their share of responsibilities 
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aa mentioned.    This  i, quit, an important  idea to realize 

that  controlling the budget within its limit and reducing 

the yearly maintenance cost are the dut 1er. of operation 

department.    Maintenance- department  and finance department 

are  in a position to cooperate .with operation department 

as specialists ror elective cost control. 

Here in this  thesis, the budget  preparation and per- 

formance euinmation arc  cateçoli^cl  under the share of 

responsibility of  the  finance department,  but with the 

recent  rapid proves« of EDPS,  the summation 1B getting to 

be done by computer department. 

7.2    The relation between the maintenance Uvei and 

the maintenance cost control 

The share of responsibilities by the above-mentioned 

three department« only applies to the corporations with 

high technical and control level of the maintenance. 

If the maintenance level would vary,  then the share 

of responsibility of the maintenance  coot  control would 

also be different  fro, the above.     The reason would he 

clearly understood  t.y looking back the history of mainte- 

nance progress  in Japan. 

History of our maintenance procreas may be rough- 

ly divided into four stages.    The fact may denote the general 

transition of the whole country, and these four .tage, may 

also be applied to each corporation as well. 
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Flm 5ta«e:     Br"w~» •>l„tona„ce aKe. „ercr, 1950's 
This stage  was consiste,  or an ldea t(iat facllltles 

are something that will y,r. „.„„„, „,.      t, npaired after they br«ak  down 
and thl. waS  the   condir,» or  pre.pPoïentl,e maln,enance   ' 

At tbl. .fg.,   lnsp«:tlo„ • routine «Penance ana  pre- 

ventivo «inte«.«. WPf „ot  yet   done> and ln8tead  or 

maintenance department there were  repair shop8 t0 do  th# 

breakdown repair, which were o.,«j  „„ tne Pe(,ue3t  Qf 

operation department. 

Fro« the lack of the Information which otherwlae 

could have been accused „„ each maintenance plan,   the 

»intone, coat  contro! „f this  3taEe couXd prepare  the 

budget only In a  rough «„,„ ev,„  if they „lshed tQ haye 

a close budget preparation. 

The maintenance cost concrol  or thl. age was the 

responsibility assigned to the operation déparant,   but 

«lnot catastrophic  failure, cr unplanned repairs were 

frequent, satisfactory co3t control  was „ot often done dur- 
ing this 3tage. 

Second ,tanei    Preventive «alntenance age. after 1950'a 

American type  of preventive maintenance ... intro- 

duced to Japan around 1951, .„, with th(? IntNduoMon of 

preventive maintenance, the share or responsibility, of 

the maintenance cost control made a drastic change in our 
country. 
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While there  were only  repair shop«  .In  the  breakdown 

maintenance  Wt   inspector* who wer.  itl charge of lnipectlon 

professionally  appIîar,<l to carry  out  the preventive mainte- 

nance,  and  th.,   r.prrial   ur* l„, enance department  wa£.  eatabliah- 

ed by combining  the inspector and the repair shop. 

To achieve  the  new preventive maintenance  functions 

completely,  authorising the maintenance department on the 

matter of cent   expenditure became of its utmost  necessity, 

because if the  operation department  were  to  keep  their 

power over the  expense of  the maintenance cost,  the old 

concept of the  breakdown maintenance age would  remain, 

for even if the maintenance department wished  to  inspect 

facilities,  or  perform the regular repair,   the operation 

department mi^ht  not  „hut down the facilities out  of their 

short-SichU-d  anxiety or production  loss cauaed  by  the 

shut down  for  the  inspection and the preventive repair. 

Therefore,   ln order to establish preventive mainte- 

nance, the authority of the maintenance cost  expenditure 

for preventive  maintenance  was decided   to  he  given  to 

maintenance department. 

Thlrd 8t8Re:   •p^"<-'tlve nmlntenance aEe, after 1960'S 

Concept ,r productive maintenance started tr, expand 

in Japan i„ the 1950-s, but u was popularl;ee(j only ,n 

proce.s type Industry In the begl„„t„g, ami during the 

I960'., the productive maintenance began to „prend m 

fabrication Industry e6pei..8lly among the automoblu 
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industry ana elect,!, MOIBl, a^pl,*•«,  lndü3^  ^   if ^ 

word  PM i. „entice*! at.  prient,   H   aigries   the produc- 

tive maintenance.     This product:^  maintenance aim«  at  the 

totally  reduced   Maintenance con  which  is   the  0UW of  the 

maintenance  cost   and degradation loss,  and  in order  to 

achieve the purpose or the productive maintenance 

Maintenance  prevention 
At  the stage  of  facilities 
planning ami   Inst >U uion 

At  the stage  of facilities   ...     PrevpnHl/» ffla1^ operation trtventive maintenance 

At  the stape  where the 
failures  occur Corrective maintenance 

Thus, id«a of getting the effective maintenance re- 

nulting fron, thene MP, PM, CM as lt. three main supports 

began to permeate. 

Maintenance cost control-of this stage was  still a 

continuation of preventive maintenance age, and maintenance 

department had  the power on the maintenance cost  expenditure 

at most or the corporations, but a,  PM concept  began to 

spread even in the  operation department, a new idea that 

the maintenance cost control should primary he the res- 

ponsibility of the  operation department began to appear. 

K0Urth ata«e;     Total Productive maintenance age,  after 1970 

As the concept  of MP-PM-CM began  to expand  itself, 

facilities maintenance was thought to be done not .only by 

the maintenance department, but also by the planning, 

operation, and other departments related to facilities. 
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By the participation of all   these department,  a total 

Maintenance system covrine entire  life-span of the facil- 

ities was considered necessary. 

Operation defmrtmpn^ 

The routine inspection,   lubrication,  and cloan-up 

and other necessary jobs would be done by the facilities 

operation department,  and the repaire which this department 

is not able to do by itself would be requested  to the 

maintenance department,   and operation department would 

also  be responsible for the maintenance cost  control. 

Facilities maintenance department 

As maintenance specialists, this department would do 

the overhaul, adjustment,  and repairs at  the requests and 

recommendation of the operation department,  and would also 

give advice and guidance  to the operation department  re- 

garding the actual method  of maintenance and operation. 

As for th, maintenance  cost control,  this department 

would give their aid and cooperation te the operation and 

finance departments on their  budget preparation, and  re. 

cords of data and performance. 

Planning department 

This department is responsible to hand over the fa- 

oiUti.. «Uh M» reliability, »i„t.iMbilit». and economy 

to th« operation department. 

If the functional specialisation ir the field of 

operation and maintenance co*s  too far during the preventive 

maintenance and productive maintenance -.cea,  ~,h, attention 
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te.«.» t«. radium ,„ th.   we,,,,, ,,.r,,rtrae„,wouid 

b. weaker, and aa . rccuJ,,  ,^,y ^^ ^ ^^^ 

«- routine .„alnUnanee  „,„,, /:0 0„ly haif way_   jni ^ 

would load to U. b,,,3k,lown ,„r llK. r.,onHleB_  mi 

about tb» l,imB of llle B!lltaiiiw 

The ration 1,,tfc,.,;n thl. „^^ ^^^ ^ 

-Inuma,• départant r,3e„,„ln3 lhat uf oa„ ^^ 

«nu »alntcnance.     Urivc ,ouli do hlli routlne  oheck and 

^an-up or hi. car by „i^tr, and ^ ^   ^ ^^ 

»i't Internine  and overhani   i r,   ». «a overhaul   lo auto-repaír Tacfcory.    The 

rvlntion between the oporalJj.-.    -J m.,^ i .IJ1.1J.,   ...si maintenance is much the 

—.    Operation corresponds to  the .ir'v-r,    ,!(J ,,alnte. 

"•<•• • la suivaient  to the auto-repair ohop. 

A8 »act, department  realUes  their part  in above 

—,  and try their host  to ,,^0 lhe malntenance CQ8t 

•Hh their very bm.  It would ol]ylously  ^ & ^ 

orfsct  rattier then solo ofrort or »,«<„», 
on ort or maintenance department. 

In Great Britain, a new word »Terotechnologv» „„. 
coined 1„ „70, and Lhl3 „^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

-•or the w„ol<- ure-ar,a„ or ractmies a= the objective 

or maintenance ..nidation.     Souree of th„ wor„ .tepo. 

la derived rrom a Qr.ek root  »terco» which mea•  »to t'ake 

care of.»    The terotechnoio,y (llaces lt5 polnt ^ ^ 

« cal! as Maintenance Prevention, and lt3 aim 1., „„. 

alike to tota! Hi which we at JIFE advocate. 
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8. How to make reduction in maintenance cost, and its 

successful cases. 

8.1 Variable factory or maintenance coat 

In order to reduce the maintenance cost, we ought to 

review what are "variable, fa,U„, of the maintenance cost, 

and what sort of rotors hau* » „r,at influence on, and 

then take an unVci.iw action. 

Profesor liihi Btai.es "the factors to affect mainte- 

nance cost" m his  book.  lr we enym,rate the vaplaMe 

factor, or maintenance cost by referir,; to the above mention- 

ed aubjvot, it would b«; «a follows: 

(Reference: iUbi si.ohel: How to mesure maintenance efficiency, 

1971) 

O Facilities itself; 

Type* and classes nf facilities, its age, quality 

of liociißn etc. 

0 Method to operati? facilities: 

Degree of operation, quality standard, application 

of load, bow to operate »te. 

o Method of maintenance: 

?M or BM, decree of upkeep and cars, repair 

techniques, organization of maintenance, inhouae 

or contracted outside etc. 

o Environmental condition: 

Temperature, humidity, pressure, chemical atmos- 

phere, vibration, etc. 
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Besides these, motivation of top managt, Bl<wl. 

»anagement. and the first llne worker) „^.^ ^^ 

or accounting and purchasing and warehouse, level of budget 

preparation, and fTucu.tion of pr-ce etc. eouU „, ^^ 

*.S «educing the total maintenance cost by Tri» 

In order to reduce the total maintenance'cost which 

1. the sum of maintenance cost and degradation Joss, .nPE 

advocate. TPM in Japan after 1971. and much lnCrea3, in 

number of corporation, .Men induced TON has been «on. 

Thl, TP* 18 the abbriviate of Total PM which means 

productive maintenance participated by an employees. 

JIPE defines TPM as follows: 

1) To.maximize equipment efficiency (to achieve 

»ynthetlzed optimization of equipment „.. ... to 

minimi« maintenance cost • degradation los.) 

2) To establish the total „.t.. of n  for the Bnole 

lire of the facilities. 

3) All the way through planning, operation, and 

maintenance departments of the facilities. 

»> The participation of an the- employees from 

the top management to the first Une workers. 

5) Management by motivation, that is, to promote th. 

M by small voluntary group activities. 
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'i i iimnanniüimp 

.There are three meanings contained in the word, 

"total" of TPM. First meaning is derived from the total 

participation of all the employees. Next one is derived 

from «total system" •« total, and the last one ie derived 

from "totally synthetized optimisation". 

The first company in Japan to put TPM into practive 

was Nippon Denso Co., Ltd. and this is considered as the 

model company of TPM. Since admitted that they made a 

great effect on reducing the total maintenance cost by 

'¿'PM, they received PM Priw of 1971 from JMA and JIPE. 

(This PM Prize was inaugurated in 196U to raise the mainte- 

nance level of corporations, and Is offered every year). 

In 1972, Toray Ltd., Okazaki Plant received PM Prise also 

on TPM. 

Small voluntary group activity.signifies the inde- 

pendent, self-controlled activities by all the employees in 

such small groups as QC circles or ZD groups, and these | 

small groups take up PM with QC and ZD and will carry routine    | 

lubrication, inspection, care, and other Jobs which they 

could do voluntarily or independently. At the special 

department such as project engineering and maintenance, by 

showing i,iCh level of technics and skills, their aim is to 

reduce the total maintenance cost drastically by MP and 

CP. Thia TPM is especially pursued by highly skilled 

operators and maintenance crew, and Its absolute condition 

for success is fully motivated, voluntary activities of 

those employees. 
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American way of preventive maintenance was introduced 

Japan in 1951, and twenty years has passed since then, 

« during the time, technic, skill, and philosophy of . '• 

nagement have developed, and finally reached to TPM, so 

M Is more like that of Japanese way of PM. 

In the developing countries, I wish you to study the 

veloping history of PM in Japan, yet not to imitate PM 

Japanese way wholly, and reduce the total maintenance 

st by these methods which suit best to each country's 

ndition. 

3 Kxampleo of reducing maintenance coat 

I would like to introduce some examples which made a 

eat effept for reducing tho maintenance cost. 

Prom above-mentioned PM prize winner's plant, I chose 

veral type« of industries. Diagram 8.1 shows the pro- 

tlon of the repair cost of Toray Co., Ltd. Okazaki Piant. 

recent six years, in ,Pite of the fact that the ¿ro- 

ot i ve volume increased twice, the reapir cost was reduced 

about 30$. (B of the diagram:, and if you seo the repair 

•t by the productive unit, it was reduced by about 60* 

you may see the cur ve- A  ir. the üiaCram¡ 

Diagram 8.2 shows Kojl** Press Co. w¿iph received PM 

i»e in 1970, and ifs maintenance cost rfcio to the manu- 

•cture cost decreased to a. quarter withiri four years. 
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'Diagram 8.3 show» Kobe Iron and Steel Industrie« 

which received PM Prise in 1968, and within the recent 

•even years, maintenance cost pei« unit product shows a 

SOS decrease. 

Diagram 8.1 Transition in repair cost 

(A) 0—0 Repair cost (B/C) 

(B) —     Repair expense (repair payment + factory 

expendables cost) 

(C) •—     Productive volume' 

Xi 

fi 

*»•       •!' , 

Diagra« 8.2    Degree of catastrophic failure Intensity 

(Pressing equipment) 

ti 

1.0 

l~Ì 7-1? |-§ ?-)*!«.«  ;    I?   ,..,} 
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